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Academic writing in an educational setting is generally used for expressing views, ideas and thoughts 

about scholastic/curriculum transaction a teacher has done in his/her classroom. In education system 

these academic writings are generally used for practicing and assessing the learning outcomes which 

bring about the desired changes in the behaviour of learner. The forms of academic writing generally 

used in assessment and learning practices are essays, comprehensions, story writing, reflective 

dairies, speeches, self written poem and literary works etc. throughout the subjects. As academic 

writing is a free expression of learners understanding of his curricular learning and his interaction 

with his internal and external environment, it becomes an authentic source of assessment and 

judgement of learners academic & life skill accomplishment. A psychological reflection through 

academic writings proposes as personality traits of the learners, their attitude towards learning, 

teachersand institution. One’s specific interests, opinions, assumptions, psychological need 

adjustment at institution and home and one’s perception towards oneself, society, country and 

humankind. Other then one’s academic reflections, these writings could be very authentic records of 

his/her psychological reflections which can be very helpful for a teacher, instructor or parent in 

understanding their mindset and learning requirements. And a step ahead from that, a teacher can 

adapt, adopt and even evolve individualised transactional strategies for learning. All the way we can 

patternize his course of life development in a desired mode. Finally it proposes that simultaneously 

with academic assessment through academic writings if psychological reflections of learner are also 

looked at, then the assessment will become holistic and insight full for all the stakeholder of teaching 

learning process in particular and education in general. This paper tries to highlight the 

psychological reflection of learners conveyed through, by one’s academic writings. We thematically 

analysed the academic writing of 6 learners throughout all subjects in DIET’s D.El.Ed. program. 

Keywords: Academic writing, psychological assessment, classroom transaction, learning 

Introduction: 

Academic writing in an educational setting is generally used for expressing views, ideas and 

thoughts about scholastic/curriculum transaction a teacher has done in his/her classroom. In 

education system these academic writings are generally used for practicing and assessing the 

learning outcomes which bring about the desired changes in the behaviour of learner. The 
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forms of academic writing generally used in assessment and learning practices are essays, 

comprehensions, story writing, reflective dairies, speeches, self written poem and literary 

works etc. throughout the subjects. 

In the teaching learning process of curriculum students usually produce the hand written 

material in the form of his classroom work copies, home assignments, formative and 

summative tests answer sheets, drilling practices, peer assessments, book reviews , students 

diaries ,reflective journals ,presentations, ,projects reports, excursions reports and many 

more. While assessing the records for academic purposes is very well known and is used 

frequently in the course of his learning academic achievements. Now the question is that if 

we will be able to use these academic writing in finding out the psychological reflection of 

students then it will be of great use for all the stakeholders of child learning and his all round 

development. By psychological reflection through academic writings proposes as personality 

trait softhelearners, their attitude towards learning, teachers and institution. 

One‟sspecificinterests, opinions, assumptions, psychological, need adjustment at institution 

and home andone‟ perception toward some self, society, country and human kind. All the 

way we can patternize her course of life development in desired mode. 

These psychological reflections will help the stakeholders i.e. teachers, planners, 

administrators, parents and child itself in the following way: 

1. For education planner: 

1. for reviewing the goals and objectives of an educational program. 

2. for reviewing the syllabus and curriculum 

2. For administrator: 

1. for reviewing infrastructural arrangements for achieving the goals and objectives of an 

educational program. 

2. for reviewing plans which are being incorporated to achieve the objectives of an 

educational program. 

3. For teacher: 

1. Reviewing his intervention strategies for effective classroom transaction and management. 

2. for developing the teaching learning process for all round development of child. 

4. For parents: 

1. for Introspecting their perceptions towards their wards . 

2. To work in association with teacher for better accommodation ans accomplishment of their 

child. 
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5. Forstudents: 

1. Knowing their strength and weakness. 

2. Working on collaborative effort of teachers and parents for their regular 

developmentacademically and socially. 

In the appropriateness of above concerns of all the stakeholders of education, it becomes very 

important that every task performance done by teacher and students must be assessed in such 

a way that it becomes an resource for everyone who is associated with all round development 

of a child.so there is a need arises to look into the academic writing produce as a result of 

exhaustive teaching learning process very creatively and in a planned manner. 

Objective of the study: 

To look at psychological reflections of a child through her academic writing produce as a 

result of exhaustive teaching learning process. 

Hypothesis: 

The academic writing of a child provides psychological reflections of his personality. 

Methodology: 

Academic writing samples of six students of D.El.Ed.program of DIET keshavpuram ,Delhi 

were taken as sample to see for their personality psychological reflections through their 

academic writings by analyzing them qualitatively using thematic qualitative analysis. 

Tool used: 6 samples of academic writings. 

Delimitations: 

The study is limited to six students of D.El.Ed.program of DIET keshavpuram ,Delhi chosen 

purposively and interpretations and conclusions are only indicative and depends on 

subjectivity of interpreter/teacher/educator. 

Findings: 

Case 1 

Name:PreetiSaini,D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year 

Topic: How Knowledge of child growth and development helps in teaching? 

Sample of academic writing: 
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Findings: 

Psychologi

cal 

reflections 

Presence of 

psychological 

reflection 

coded sample text from academic 

writing 

Lo

w 

Moder

ate 

high 

Optimistis

m 

  * Knowing of Growth and development of 

the child makes one to bring the best in 

the child‟s life. 

Positivism   * Teaching to be effective must cater to 

individual difference that can be done by 

knowing major concept of psychology 

Role of teacher is high 

teaching is an ideal profession for 

students and society. 

Dynamism   * Understanding individual difference 

Rationalis

m 

 *  Can identify the special needs 

Assertism   * Moulding the behaviour of pupil 

Confidenc

e 

  * Study the growth and development of 

various periods of life. 

Table: 1: Psychological reflections 

Preeti Saini, a student of D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year had reflected through her academic writing on the 

topic “How Knowledge of child growth and development helps in teaching?” that she is 

highly optimistic, have positivism, dynamism, assertive and confident but moderate as far as 

rationalism is concerned. She had reflected high positive attitude towards his peers, teachers, 

parents and school in her academic writing.(Table 1) 

Case 2 

Name: Ojasvi , D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year 

Topic:  Which picnic place will you select for students for excursion and why? 

Sample of academic writing: 
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Findings: 

Psychologic

al 

reflections 

Presence of 

psychological 

reflection 

coded sample text from academic writing 

Lo

w 

Moderat

e 

hig

h 

Optimistism   * Its the best picnic spot for the lovers of nature 

Positivism   * I would like to select this beautiful place”The 

Garden of five senses” 

Dynamism  *  There we can enjoy the eternal natural beauty 

Rationalism  *  A picnic is a short trip for pleasure to a 

beautiful place 

Assertism   * People feel fresh and take up their work with 

renewed vigour  

Confidence   * Its the best picnic spot for the lovers of nature 

Table 2 : Psychological reflections 

Ojasvi, a student of D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year had reflected through her academic writing on the 

topic“Which picnic place will you select for students for excursion and why?” that she is 

highly optimistic, high positivism but moderate dynamism and rationalism.She is highly 

assertive and confident. She had reflected high positive attitude towards his peers, teachers, 

parents and school in her academic writing.(Table 2) 

Case 3 

Name: Sandeep, D.El. Ed. 1
st
 Year 

Topic: Write your views about Social status of a teacher 

Sample of academic writing: 
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Findings: 

Psychologica

l reflections 

Presence of 

psychological 

reflection 

coded sample text from academic writing 

Lo

w 

Moder

ate 

High 

Optimistism   * „Some commitments to be made by teachers 

Positivism  *  We all know „Teaching is considered as a noble 

profession 

 

Dynamism   * Teachers are more than workers they are creators 

Rationalism   * „We need teacher  who can really justify the 

profession although we don‟t have the power 

make judgement ourselves 

Assertism   * Their occupation renders definite and essential 

service to society 

Confidence  *  The pros and cons of teaching are therefore 

readily and hard to anyone considering this as a 

career 

Table 3: Psychological reflections 

Sandeep, a student of D.El. Ed. 1
st
Year had reflected through his academic writing on the 

topic“Write your views about Social status of a teacher” that he is highly optimistic, has 

moderate positivism, high dynamism, highly rational and assertive but moderatelyconfident. 

He had reflected moderate positive attitude towards his peers, teachers, parents and school in 

her academic writing.(Table 3) 

Case 4 

 Name:VaishaliSikka ,D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year 

 Topic: inclusive education 

Sample of academic writing: 
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Findings: 

Psychological 

reflections 

Presence of psychological 

reflection 

coded sample text from academic writing 

Low Moderate High 

Optimistism   * Educating disabled children will help in 

eliminating disparities between abled and 

disabled 

Positivism   * Education is not a privilege it is necessity of life 

Dynamism   * Assuring education to all irrespective of caste, 

creed or gender 

Rationalism  *  How they should be educated? 

Assertism   * Disabled children should be given same 

education and rights like abled ones 

Confidence   * they are the real gems of God 

 

Table 4: Psychological reflections 

VaishaliSikka , a student of D.El. Ed. 2
nd

Year had reflected through her academic writing on 

the topic“inclusive education” that she is highly optimistic, has high positivism, high 

dynamism, moderately rational, highly assertive and highly confident. She had reflected high 

positive attitude towards his peers, teachers, parents and school in her academic 

writing.(Table 4) 

Case 5   

Name: Pragya ,D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year 

Topic: ICT – A boon in educational scenario 
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Sample of academic writing: 
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Findings:  

Psychological 

reflections 

Presence of psychological 

reflection 

coded sample text from academic writing 

Low Moderat

e 

High 

Optimistism   * ICT has become an exilir for educational 

activeness 

Positivism   * Not only students but also teachers are benefitted 

Dynamism   * It has become boon for improvements and 

advancement in education 

Rationalism  *  Presenting the concepts, knowledge in a more 

convenient, presentable and more understandable 

manner  

Assertism   * Use of ICT in different subjects provide concept 

clarity 

Confidence   * Making study a joy and a tremendous experience 

rather a burden on the child 

Table 5: Psychological reflections 

Pragya, a student of D.El. Ed. 2
nd

Year had reflected through her academic writing on the 

topic“ICT – A boon in educational scenario” that she is highly optimistic, has high 

positivism, high dynamism, moderately rational, highly assertive and highly confident. She 

had reflected moderate positive attitude towards his peers, teachers, parents and school in her 

academic writing.(Table 5) 

Case 6 

Name:Shikha, D.El. Ed. 2
nd

 Year 

Topic: value education 

Sample of academic writing: 
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Findings: 

Psychological 

reflections 

Presence of 

psychological reflection 

coded sample text from academic writing 

Low Moderate Hig

h 

Optimistism  *  Values are caught , not taught 

Positivism   * We need to act as children‟s friend to incorporate 

moral values in them 

Dynamism  *  Activities that can Instill values indirectly, 

depiction of good values to students 

Rationalism  *  Now a days moral of children are not strong 

Assertism   * There is a very urgent need for incorporating value 

education in regular curriculum 

Confidence  *  Value education is very important for instilling 

moral values among children 

Table 6: Psychological reflections 

Shikha, a student of D.El. Ed. 2
nd

Year had reflected through her academic writing on the 

topic“value education” that she is moderately optimistic, has high positivism, moderate 

dynamism, moderately rational, highly assertive and moderately confident. She had reflected 

moderate positive attitude towards his peers, teachers, parents and school in her academic 

writing.(Table 6) 

Conclusion: 

The trend up till now is that a teacher mostly mark the assignments and papers in Quantitative 

terms but now the need of time is that a teacher should comment on the academic writings 

from psychological point of view also, so that an outlook of the learner can be interpreted by 

the learner himself too and he would be compelled to think about his hidden talents, 

capabilities and type of personality he possesses.A psychological reflection through academic 

writings proposes as personality traits of the learners, their attitude towards learning, 

teachersand institution. One‟s specific interests, opinions, assumptions, psychological need 

adjustment at institution and home and one‟s perception towards oneself, society, country and 

humankind. Other then one‟s academic reflections, these writings could be very authentic 

records of his/her psychological reflections which can be very helpful for a teacher, instructor 

or parent in understanding their mindset and learning requirements. And a step ahead from 

that, a teacher can adapt, adopt and even evolve individualised transactional strategies for 

learning. 

All the way we can patternize his course of life development in a desired mode. Finally it is 

proposed that simultaneously with academic assessment through academic writings if 

psychological reflections of learner are also looked at, then the assessment will become 
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holistic and insight full for all the stakeholder of teaching learning process as particular and 

education as general. 
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